Anna, a 70-year-old needs a Heart Transplant—should she receive one? Which Social Justice Theories Apply?

• Teleological and Deontological Theories—Ethical Theories: are they correlated?
• What does the Social Contract say about white privilege? What about the Sexual Contract?

A CEO’s Compensation is $5,000,000 weekly; that’s $125,000 per hour; many members of his workforce earn Less than $10 per hour. Which social justice theories apply when it comes to Economic Justice?

United Nations says, women:
• Do 66% of the world’s work / Produce 50% of the world’s food
• Earn whopping 10% of the world’s income / Possess 1% of the world’s property

What desert is lacking here? Which of the social justice principles are violated?

What is the nexus between Leadership and Social Justice?

What tells you that?